We define n families of Hecke operators T n k (p ) for GL n whose generating series T n k (p )u are rational functions of the form q k (u) −1 where q k is a polynomial of degree n k , and whose form is that of the kth exterior product. This work can be viewed as a refinement of work of Andrianov [1], in which he defined Hecke operators the sum of whose generating series was a rational function with nontrivial numerator and whose denominator was essentially k q k .
Introduction
While Hecke theory for automorphic forms on GL 2 is fairly robust, far less is known for GL n when n > 2, especially as it relates to the arithmetic theory of modular forms. It is well-known (see e.g., Cartier [3] , Theorem 4.1) that the Satake map shows that the p-part of the Hecke algebra associated to certain p-adic reductive groups is isomorphic to a polynomial ring invariant under an associated Weyl group. In [2] , Andrianov and Zhuravlev refer to this isomorphism as the spherical map, and give a description of it for the general linear and symplectic groups in terms of right cosets of the double cosets which generate the Hecke algebra.
An important aspect of this isomorphism is that it allows one to think about Hecke operators in the polynomial algebra, a setting in which the multiplication is more straightforward than the usual product of double cosets. Our goals in this paper are to define families of Hecke operators in the polynomial algebra which have generating series whose sum is an extremely nice rational function, and then to invert the Satake isomorphism, to produce "classical" Hecke operators having generating series of exactly the same form, and hence of number-theoretic interest.
In [1] , Andrianov considers classical Hecke operators for GL n , and studies their generating series. He shows (Theorem 3) that the image of their sum under the spherical map is a rational function (in Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , u)) with nontrivial numerator, and whose denominator is a product essentially of the form:
Notice that the monomials which occur in the inner product, x i 1 x i 2 · · · x i k , are kth exterior powers of the variables x 1 , . . . , x n .
In this paper, we take as a starting point the polynomial ring, and define families of symmetric polynomials, denoted t n k (p ) (k = 1, . . . , n) and which we will call polynomial Hecke operators, whose associated generating series are rational functions. In particular (see Proposition 3.5)
Thus the operators t k (p ) give a significant refinement to the operators investigated by Andrianov. In particular, we are producing a family of operators whose generating series are rational functions with trivial numerators, and whose denominators are the individual factors of Andrianov's product. Moreover, we shall see that one family, the t n 1 (p ), are essentially formal analogs of the classical Hecke operators T (p ).
The more difficult task is to determine to what combination of double cosets these polynomial operators correspond. To accomplish this one must invert the spherical map. By studying the restriction of the spherical map to those double cosets of a fixed determinant, it is possible to (locally) invert the spherical map, the matrix of the restricted map being upper triangular. At the heart of the computations to determine the matrix of the linear map is the question of determining the number of right cosets of a specified form which occur in the decomposition of a given double coset. In general, this is quite onerous, however we give a number of ways in which the computation can be significantly simplified.
Intertwined with the general theory, we provide examples which explicitly compute families (T 4 k (p )) of classical Hecke operators for GL 4 . The interest in GL 4 is that n = 4 is the first case in which we associate "Euler factors" of degree greater than n with Hecke operators for GL n . In particular, Proposition 3.5 shows that the denominator of the rational function associated to ≥0 t n k (p )u is the product of n k linear factors, thus producing Hecke operators for GL n with associated Euler factors of degree n k .
The Hecke Algebras
The global Hecke algebra described by Shimura [6] is generated as a rational vector space by double cosets ΛξΛ with respect to the discrete group Λ = SL n (Z) and ξ ∈ M + n (Z) (integer matrices with positive determinant), while the algebra described by Andrianov and Zhuravlev [2] is generated by double cosets ΓξΓ with Γ = GL n (Z) and ξ ∈ GL n (Q). If we denote by H(K, S) the rational Hecke algebra generated by double cosets KξK where K is a subgroup of G, S ⊃ K is a semigroup in the commensurator of K, and ξ ∈ S, then we have natural maps
where the map on the left is an injection, and that on the right an isomorphism. Moreover, a straightforward argument shows that Proposition 2.1. H(GL n (Z), GL n (Q)) is generated, as a ring, by H(SL n (Z), M + n (Z)) together with the elements GL n (Z)(p −1 I n )GL n (Z) for all primes p. (I n denotes the n × n identity matrix.)
Thus for investigating Hecke theory, it makes little difference which algebra we choose. We adopt the notation of [2] , and set the global Hecke algebra H n = H(GL n (Z), GL n (Q)). By Theorems 2.3 and 2.8 of [2] , H n is commutative, and generated by its local subrings, H n p one for each prime p, defined by
where the angle brackets enclose generators as a Q-vector space. As a ring, H n p is generated by H n p together with the single element Γ(p −1 I n )Γ. Thus the study of the the global Hecke ring H n reduces to study of the local Hecke rings H n p , which in turn can be understood through their integral subrings H n p . Equivalently, we could focus on the p-adic Hecke ring. Letting Γ p = GL n (Z p ), the p-adic Hecke ring is H n p = H(GL n (Z p ), GL n (Q p )), and its integral subring
which together with the single element Γ p (p
, we could work in the p-adic setting (as in studying p-adic reductive groups and buildings), but for our purposes here, we shall simply keep things local and not p-adic.
The integral Hecke algebra H p is generated by the n Hecke operators
. . , n and the local Hecke algebra H p is generated by the n elements above, plus the element π n n (p) −1 (see [2] ). The Satake map is an isomorphism between the (p-adically defined) local Hecke algebra and a ring of symmetric polynomials. In [2] , it is called the spherical map, and we will examine it carefully in §4. For now, simply note that if we let S n denote the symmetric group on n letters and
Sn the ring of symmetric polynomials in the variables x ±1 1 , . . . , x ±1 n (i.e. those polynomials invariant under the natural action of the symmetric group on the variables), then the spherical map is denoted ω :
Sn , and takes
Sn (the usual ring of symmetric polynomials). In particular, it maps π n k (p) to a power of p times the kth elementary symmetric polynomial (see [2] ).
Polynomial Hecke Operators
As discussed in the introduction, the Satake isomorphism allows one to study the Hecke algebra in the context of a polynomial ring, with very familiar ring operations, instead of its defined setting where the multiplication of double cosets is cumbersome.
In this section, we shall define families of symmetric polynomials, denoted t n k (p ) (k = 1, . . . , n), which we will call polynomial Hecke operators, whose associated generating series are rational functions of an especially nice form (see Proposition 3.5 below).
To begin our investigation, note that the symmetric group S n acts naturally on polynomials in n variables. Thus for a polynomial p it makes sense to refer to the stabilizer Stab(p) in S n of p. For a polynomial p in n variables, define the symmetrized polynomial associated to p, Sym n (p), by
We understand that if p is a constant, that Sym n (p) = p.
Let m and n be positive integers and denote by P n (m) the set of partitions of m into n pieces such that a given partition satisfies: m ≥ i 1 ≥ · · · ≥ i n ≥ 0 (and i k = m). Introduce the lexicographic ordering on P n (m), and let i = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n ) ∈ P n (m). For indeterminates z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n define hp(0, . . . , 0) = 1,
Note that the hp(i) form a basis for the Q-algebra of symmetric polynomials. However, our current interest is in the polynomials h n ( ) which have a generating series with a particularly simple rational expression.
Proposition 3.2. The generating series associated to the
Proof. This is essentially obvious:
It is clear from the definitions above that the coefficient of u in the given expression is h r ( ).
Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n be indeterminates. We now define our family of Hecke operators as symmetric polynomials in
This definition is not as mysterious as it first appears. We start with h r ( ) where r = n k is the size of the orbit, and substitute for the variables z i the elements in the orbit. Thus there is one element σ i ∈ S n / Stab(x 1 x 2 · · · x k ) to correspond to each of the variables z 1 , . . . , z ( n k ) . The above definition is sufficiently complex to warrant an example, however we note before giving detail that t n k (p) is nothing more than the k th elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n . Example 3.3. We begin by computing
Then for example,
the first elementary symmetric polynomial, and in general
the k th elementary symmetric polynomial.
Remark 3.4. First recall that under the Satake isomorphism, the full local Hecke algebra
Sn . Then note that the polynomials t n k (p ) are symmetric polynomials in the variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , so our operators t n k (p ) lie in the integral local Hecke algebra.
Turning to generating series, we find Proposition 3.5. For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, the generating series for the Hecke operators t n k (p ) is a rational function:
Proof. From Proposition 3.2, we know that
which completes the proof.
Example 3.6. Consider the case of n = 4. We have the four Hecke series:
Remark 3.7. Later in this paper we establish a connection between these t n k and classical Hecke operators. Accepting such a connection for now, note that the Euler factor corresponding to t n k has degree n k and the monomials are the kth exterior powers of the x i 's. Then, observing that the Euler factor corresponding to t n 1 (p )u seems most basic to GL n and that the Euler factor corresponding to t n k (p )u has degree n k perhaps suggests a correspondence between forms on GL n and forms on GL ( n k ) via the exterior power L-series.
The Spherical Map
Now that we have defined interesting Hecke operators in the polynomial ring, we need to invert the spherical map to characterize their "classical" counterparts.
n ], by observing that every right coset has a unique representative in upper-triangular form with powers of p on the diagonal, and entries in any given column taken modulo the corresponding diagonal entry (analogous to Hermite normal form). On such representatives he defines the map (extending linearly) by: 
Inverting the spherical map
As we mentioned earlier, we may assume we are working with the integral Hecke ring H p , so we need to analyze the image of the spherical map on double cosets ΓξΓ with
Restricted to such double cosets, the spherical map has image equal to the space spanned by symmetric polynomials of total degree n. In fact, with respect to suitable bases, the restriction of the spherical map to the space of cosets spanned by double cosets ΓξΓ with det(ξ) = p n has a matrix which is upper triangular. Given this fact, the spherical map is (at least in principle) easy to invert. That the spherical map has this property could no doubt be deduced from the analogous result regarding representations of p-adic groups ( [5] , [3] ), but our method of proof is also computationally valuable, so we include it here, especially since we need to find some explicit inverse images.
As noted above, for positive integers m and n, P n (m) is the set of partitions of m into n pieces with the lexicographic ordering. Note that in particular, the elements of P n (m) are linearly ordered.
By standard elementary divisor theory, for any g ∈ GL n (Z[p
1 · · · x bn n ), the symmetrized polynomial under the action of the symmetric group. Now fix the integer m, and list the elements of P n (m) in order: P n (m) = {a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a t }. Consider the double cosets {Γp a i Γ} and the symmetric polynomials {Sym n (x a i )} with an ordering induced from the one on P n (m). Each set is a linearly independent subset of the appropriate vector space. Consider the restriction of Andrianov's spherical map ω :
n ], to the subspace generated by the {Γp a i Γ}. The image of the spherical map restricted to this domain is spanned by the {Sym n (x a i )}, and we show below that the matrix of this linear map is upper triangular. We begin with a proposition of use in its own right.
Proposition 4.1. Let n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1 be integers, and let b ∈ P n (m). Then
where, in any given column, the entries are taken modulo the corresponding diagonal entry. Moreover, for some σ ∈ S n , a = (a σ(1) , . . . , a σ(n) ) ∈ P n (m) and a ≤ b.
Proof. All but the last statement is established in Lemma 2.7 of [2] . Since all diagonal entries are non-negative powers of p and any right coset representative must have the same determinant as p b , it follows that there is a σ ∈ S n with a = (a σ(1) , . . . , a σ(n) ) ∈ P n (m = (a 1 , . . . , a n ), b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ P n (m) with b < a. There is a smallest index k for which b k > a k . For this k,
Proof. Since b < a there is an index i 0 ≥ 1 such that b i = a i for i < i 0 , and b i 0 < a i 0 . Thus 
Since we are assuming that a > b, we have by the lemma a smallest index k for which b k > a σ(k) , and hence for which d
−k is the gcd of all possible determinants of (n + 1 − k) × (n + 1 − k) sub-matrices, and choosing rows and columns σ(k), . . . , σ(n) for one such matrix produces a determinant smaller than d
We now have a characterization of the spherical map. where a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ P n (m), a ≤ b, and σ ∈ S n . By definition of the spherical map [2] ,
so to understand the image of a double coset, we obviously need to count the number of such right cosets occur in Γp b Γ. Denote this number by ψ σ a,b . Then
Note that the inner sum is over σ −1 and not σ since if
. Moreover, the sum over σ −1 is not generally the same as the sum over σ unless Stab(x a ) is a normal subgroup of S n .
On the other hand, ω(Γp b Γ) is a symmetric polynomial, so that ψ
, where 1 denotes the identity permutation, and consequently is the easiest to compute since we are assuming the right coset has the form
with a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ · · · ≥ a n , and where the entries in the ith column can be taken modulo p a i , and hence this case presents the fewest right cosets to analyze.
In any real computation, this simplification represents an enormous saving of time, and to some extent complexity since determining which right cosets belong to a given double coset involves computing determinantal divisors. We note that the complexity of the problem depends not so much on n or m, but on the cardinality of P n (m) which grows extremely fast with m even for small n. Remark 4.6. We point out three further observations which can be useful for simplifying such computations. Let P n (m) = {λ 1 , . . . , λ r } and assume that λ 1 < · · · < λ r . If λ i = (λ i,1 , . . . , λ i,n ), let χ(λ i , λ j ) denote the number of right cosets of the form
   which occur in the double coset Γp λ j Γ, as σ ranges over S n .
From the discussion above, we know χ(λ i , λ j ) = 0 whenever λ i > λ j .
Certainly, we already know that for any a, b ∈ P n (m) (a ≤ b)
but we also have the following relations:
is the degree (i.e., the total number of right cosets in the double coset) of the double coset Γp λ j Γ which is explicitly computed in Lemma 6 of [1].
2. χ(λ j , λ j ) + · · · + χ(λ j , λ r ) is the total number of possible right cosets with p λ j,k 's (j fixed) on the diagonal. This is trivial to compute since for any given upper triangular matrix, all the entries above are taken modulo the diagonal entry in that column.
3. Refining the previous item, we have that
The first two observations produce 2r linear relations among the r(r + 1)/2 variables χ(λ i , λ j ). These together with the third observation will be used in the example below to further reduce the computational load of inverting the spherical map.
Some Examples
In this section we provide two examples one trivial, one not, which will be used to define our new families of Hecke operators for GL 4 , and which demonstrate the observations given in the previous section. We shall compute the inverse image (under the spherical map) of t gcd(p, a) . Now a runs mod p, so we immediately see that ψ 11 = 1 and ψ 12 = p − 1.
Recall from equation 4.1, ω(Γp
. Let A = (a ij ) denote the (upper triangular) matrix of the (restricted) spherical map, so ω(Γp
, that is
Next we consider the harder example of t 4 2 (p 2 ). This requires that we study matrices of determinant p 4 . P 4 (4) = {λ 1 , . . . , λ 5 }, where λ 1 = (1, 1, 1, 1) < λ 2 = (2, 1, 1, 0) < λ 3 = (2, 2, 0, 0) < λ 4 = (3, 1, 0, 0) < λ 5 = (4, 0, 0, 0). We need to compute ψ ij for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 5. For 2 ≤ i ≤ 5, the ψ ij are computed by means of analyzing determinantal divisors. For example for i = 2, the task is to determine how many right cosets Γ
, p, 1, 1)Γ, and Γ diag(p 4 , 1, 1, 1)Γ. These numbers will be (respectively) ψ 22 , ψ 23 , ψ 24 , ψ 25 . If we put Ψ = (ψ ij ), then careful counting with determinantal divisors gives us all of Ψ except the first row:
Note that as a check, the row sums are consistent with observation 3 in Remark 4.6. In principle, the first row could also be computed in this fashion although a quick inspection of
New Families of Hecke Operators
Recall that we have defined families of polynomial Hecke operators 
and t n k (p) is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables x 1 , . . . , x n . One could attempt simply to apply the inverse of the spherical map to the elements t n k (p ), but this is neither practical, nor particularly illuminating. Instead, we realize that even for GL 2 the Hecke operators are most clearly defined by defining some base cases and the recursion relations satisfied by the operators, so this is how we proceed here. In the following sections, we completely characterize t n 1 (p ) and t n n (p ) for any n. Then as we saw hinted at in Example 3.6, we investigate a sort of duality between t n k and t n n−k . The remaining operators are difficult to characterize in general, but in the last section, we work out the details for GL 4 . This is the first really interesting case as it associates an "Euler factor" of degree > n to a Hecke operator for GL n . .
The correspondence is most easily seen between t 1 and t n−1 . An elementary computation shows s n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) · s k (x −1 1 , . . . , x −1 n ) = s n−k (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and hence (letting s n = s n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = x 1 · · · x n ), s k (s n /x 1 , . . . , s n /x n ) = s us 1 (x 1 , . . . , x n ) + u 2 s 2 (x 1 , . . . , x n ) + · · · + (−1) n u n s n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) −1
